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Weakly bound atomic trimers in ultracold traps
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The experimental three-atom recombination coefficients of the atomic states23NauF51,mF521&,
87RbuF51,mF521&, and85RbuF52,mF522&, together with the corresponding two-body scattering lengths,
allow predictions of the trimer bound-state energies for such systems in a trap. The recombination parameter is
given as a function of the weakly bound trimer energies, which are in the interval 1,m(a/\)2E3,6.9 for
large positive scattering lengthsa. The contribution of a deep-bound state to our prediction, in the case of
85RbuF52,mF522&, for a particular trap, is shown to be relatively small.
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The formation of molecules in ultracold atomic traps o
fers new and exciting possibilities to study the dynamics
condensates@1#. The formation of rubidium molecules87Rb2

in a bosonic condensate was reported, which allowed to m
sure its binding energy with unprecedented accuracy@2#. Ul-
tracold sodium molecules23Na2 have also been forme
through photoassociation@3#. However, nothing has been re
ported till now about the formation of molecular trimers
cold traps. The first information, one is led to ask, is ab
the magnitude of the binding energy of trimers in a cold tr
Two-body scattering lengths of trapped atoms are w
known in several cases, as well as their closely related di
binding energy. In the limit of large scattering lengths, it
necessary to know in addition one low-energy three-bo
observable to predict any other one. In this case, the deta
form of the two-body interaction is not important@4,5#. The
recombination rate of three atoms in the ultracold limit, me
sured by atomic losses in trapped condensed systems
supply the necessary information to estimate the trimer b
ing energy. For short-range interactions, the magnitude of
recombination rate of three atoms is mainly determined
the two-body scattering lengtha @6#. However, it is important
to remark that a dependence on one typical low-energy th
body scale@4,5# still remains. Indeed, it is gratifying to not
that all the works on three-body recombination, consisten
present a dependence on a three-body parameter in add
to the scattering length@7–9#.

The aim of the present work is to report on how one c
obtain the trimer binding energy of a trapped atomic syste
from the three-body recombination rate and the correspo
ing two-body scattering length. For this purpose, we us
scale independent approach valid in the limit of large po
tive scattering lengths~or when the interaction range goes
zero!, obtained from a renormalized zero-range three-bo
theory @4#, which relates the recombination rate, the scat
ing length, and the trimer binding energy. Considering
experimental values of the recombination rates and scatte
lengths given in Refs.@10–13#, the method is applied to
predict the trimer binding energies of23NauF51,mF5
21&, 87RbuF51,mF521&, and 85RbuF52,mF522&,
where uF,mF& is the respective hyperfine states of the to
1050-2947/2003/68~3!/033406~5!/$20.00 68 0334
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spin F. We note that the bound states considered here ar
fact high-lying resonances, not true bound states, as they
decay into lower-lying channels.

The validity of our approach is restricted to sufficient
diluted gases, because all the scaling relations are derive
three isolated particles. Also, when the scattering length
tuned via external field in a trap, the parameters are differ
from the vacuum values, and consequently, our predicti
only apply to that particular experimental conditions. For t
trapped gases that we are analyzing, the diluteness param
ra3 ~wherer is the gas density! should not be much large
than one, otherwise one needs to consider higher-order
relations between the particles. Indeed, we observe tha
general, for the analyzed condensed systems, the dilute
parameter is much smaller than one. Even in the case
85Rb, where the considered scattering length is obtained
Feshbach resonance techniques@13#, the diluteness param
eter is about 1/2.

Another relevant remark, pointed out in Ref.@14#, is that
the recombination into deep-bound states can affect the
oretical results that are based on calculation of this rate
shallow states alone. This additive contribution depends
one more constant, beyond the three-body scale. Howe
the fitted contribution of the recombination into deep-bou
states is fortunately much smaller than the contribution of
shallow bound state, as found in the case of85Rb @14#. Such
an evidence supports our estimation of trimer energi
when a.0, that are obtained by only considering the co
tribution of recombination rates into the shallow state.

The values ofa are usually defined as large with respe
to the effective ranger 0, such thata/r 0@1. The low-energy
three-boson system presents, in this limit, the Efimov eff
@15#, where an infinite number of weakly bound three-bo
states appears. The size of such states are much larger
the effective range. The limita/r 0→` can be realized eithe
by a→` with r 0 kept constant or byr 0→0 with a constant.
In the last case, the limit of a zero-range interaction cor
sponds to the Thomas bound-state collapse@16#. In this re-
spect, the Efimov and Thomas limits are equivalent or d
ferent aspects of the same physics@17#. The Thomas-Efimov
connection is also reviewed in Ref.@5#. In the limit a/r 0
©2003 The American Physical Society06-1
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→`, the details of the interaction for the low-energy thre
body system are contained in one typical three-body s
and the two-body scattering length~or the dimer bound-state
energyE2); they are enough to determine all three-body o
servables@4#. Considering, for example, the trimer bindin
energyE3 as the three-body scale, any three-body observa
O3 that has dimension of (energy)b, in the limit of r 0→0,
can be expressed as

O35E2
bF2~E2 /E3!5E3

bF3~E2 /E3!. ~1!

The dimensional factor in the above equation is chosen
convenience asE2 or E3. The scaling function in each cas
is F2 or F3. The existence of the scaling limit for zero-rang
interactions was verified in Refs.@18,19#. In practice, such a
limit is approached by the excited state of the atomic trim
obtained in realistic calculations, allowing as well the the
retical interpretation of those excited states as Efimov st
@19#. Here, we observe that the binding energyE3 refers to
the magnitude of the total energy of the bound system;
binding energy with respect to the two-body threshold is
fined asS3[E32E2.

The rate of three free bosons to recombine, forming
dimer and one remaining particle, is given in the limit
zero energy, by the recombination coefficient@5,6#

K35
\

m
a4a, ~2!

wherea is a dimensionless parameter andm is the mass of
the atom. Whena.0, the recombination parametera oscil-
lates between zero and a maximum value, which is a fu
tion of a, as shown in Refs.@7# (a<68.4), @8# (a<65), and
@9# (a<67.9). With amplitudeamax and phased, we can
write it as @5#

a5amaxsin2@1.01 ln~a!1d#, ~3!

whered depends on the interaction at short distances.
physics at short distances, in the three-boson system, is
rametrized by one typical three-body scale, which we h
chosen as the unknown trimer binding energy. So, by us
the general scaling given by Eq.~1!, one can explicitly ex-
press the functional dependence ofa as a[a(AE2 /E3),
considering that for large scattering lengths we havea
5AmE2 /\2. To exemplify the scaling form ofa, we can
rewrite Eq.~3! such that theAE2 /E3 dependence is explicit
Therefore,

a5amaxsin2F21.01 lnAE2

E3
1DSAE2

E3
D G , ~4!

whereD(AE2 /E3)5d21.01 ln(AmE3 /\2). Our next task is
the calculation of the scaling function by using the renorm
ized subtracted Faddeev equations@4#.

The three-boson recombination coefficient at zero ene
is derived from the Fermi’s golden rule as
03340
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K35
2p

\
~2p\!9E d3p

~2p\!3
uTi→fu2dS 3

4m
p22E2D , ~5!

whereTi→f is the transition amplitude between the initial~i!
and final ~f! momentum states, which are normalized
plane waves:̂ rWupW &5exp@2i(pW/\)•rW#/(2p\)3/2. The number
of atomsN in the condensed state decreases, due to the
combination process, as

1

N

dN

dt
52

3

3!
K3r2. ~6!

For each recombination process three atoms are lost, jus
ing the factor 3 in the numerator. The factor 3! in the d
nominator appears only in case of condensed system
counts for the number of triples in such a state@11#.

Considering the symmetrized scattering wave funct
for the initial state of three free particles,uF0&
5(1/A3)( i 51

3 uqW i ,pW i&, we obtain the transition amplitude, i
terms of the Faddeev components of the three-bodyT matrix
Ti(E), as

Ti→f5^kW iFb
( jk)u@Tj~E!1Tk~E!#uF0&, ~7!

where (i , j ,k)5(1,2,3) are cyclic permutations, andE
@53qi

2/(4m)1pi
2/m53ki

2/(4m)2E2# is the energy of the

scattering state.qW i is the Jacobi relative momentum of th
particle i with respect to the center of mass of particlesj and
k, pW i is the relative momentum ofj with respect tok, andkW i
is the relative momentum of the free particlei in the final
state.uFb

( jk)& is the normalized two-body bound-state wa
function of the pairjk. The calculation of the Faddeev com
ponents is performed with the use of the subtracted appro
given in Ref.@4#, such that

Ti~E!5t i S E2
3qi

2

4m D $11@G0
1~E!2G0~Em!#

3@Tj~E!1Tk~E!#%, ~8!

whereEm[2m2/m is the subtraction energy scale withm a
constant in momentum units. It is possible to varym without
changing the physics of the theory as long as the inhomo
neous term of Eq.~8! is modified according to the renorma
ization group equations@20#. t i is the two-bodyt matrix for
the subsystem of particles (jk). For E50 and zero-range
potential the corresponding matrix elements are given by@4#

K pW 8UtS 23q2

4m D UpW L 5tS 23q2

4m D5
1

mA3p2

1

k2q1 i e
,

~9!

wherek[A4mE2/3. From Eqs.~8! and ~9!, and forE50,
the matrix elements ofTi are given by

^qW i pW i uTi~0!u0W 0W &5t~0!d~qW i !12t@23qi
2/~4m!#h~qi !,

~10!
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where thes wave functionh(q) is the solution of

h~q!52
m2

A3p2kq2~m21q2!
2

4

A3p
E

0

`dq8

q

q8h~q8!

k2q81 i e

3 lnS q21q821qq8

q21q822qq8

m21q21q822qq8

m21q21q821qq8
D . ~11!

The normalized two-body bound-state wave function,
the zero-range model, to be introduced in Eq.~7!, is given by

^pW uFb&5
1

p
A\

a

1

~\/a!21p2
. ~12!

By considering the above equations, we obtain the final fo
of the recombination parameter:

FIG. 1. The dimensionless recombination parametera as a
function of the ratio between the binding energies of the diato
and triatomic molecules. Theoretical results: full circles~one tri-
atomic bound state!, solid line~two triatomic bound states!, and full
squares~three triatomic states!. The lines indicate the center of ex
perimental data, given in Table I, for23Na, 87Rb, and85Rb. In case
of 85Rb we subtracted the contribution of the deep-bound st
which was reported in Ref.@14#.
03340
a5
8~2p!8m2

3A3
S \

aD 5

uT i→ f u2

56A3~8p!2U11
16p\2

3a2 E
0

`

dq
q h~q!

k2q1 ie

3 lnS k21q21qk

k21q22qk
D U2

. ~13!

The numerical results for the recombination parameter
obtained from the solution of Eq.~11!, for different values of
m. When m→`, the results approach the scaling lim
@18,19#. Therefore, the theoretical results fora are shown in
Fig. 1 as a function of the ratioAE2 /E3. The calculations
were performed in dimensionless units, such that all the m
mentum variables were rescaled in units ofm ~in other
words,m51 in our calculations!. So, the two-atom binding
energy is decreased with respect to this scale. In that se
the Thomas-Efimov states appear forE2 /Em going towards
zero, which is equivalent of havingE2 fixed andm→`. The
parametera, shown in Fig. 1, is obtained as a function of th
most excited trimer state. We have performed numerical
culations with at most three Efimov states. The full circl
show the results when only one bound state exists. W
E2 /Em allows two Efimov states, the results are represen
by the solid curve, which is plotted against the energy of
excited state. With full squares we represent the results w
E2 /Em allows three Efimov states. The scaling limit is we
approached in our calculations. The maximuma occurs at
the threshold (E35E2) and when (E3 /E2)1/250.38@19#. So,
according to this figure one obtains that 1,m(a/\)2E3
,6.9, a range consistent with Refs.@18,19,21#. The scaling
limit for a has been obtained in Refs.@7,9#, but without
reference to the weakly bound triatomic molecular state.

In Fig. 1, we represent with horizontal lines the center
experimental values ofa, as given in Table I, for the hyper
fine states23Nau1,21&, 87Rbu1,21&, and 85Rbu2,22&. Us-
ing the measured values ofaexpt one obtains, from the uni-
versal scaling plot, two weakly bound triatomic molecul

c

e,
nth

s

TABLE I. For the atomic speciesAZuF,mF&, given in the first column, we present in the sixth and seve
columns our predicted trimer binding energies, with respect to the threshold,S3[(E32E2) and S38[(E38
2E2), considering the central values of the experimental dimensionless recombination parameteraexpt

~given in the fourth column!. It is also shown that the corresponding two-body scattering lengthsa ~second
column!, the diluteness parametersra3 ~third column!, and the dimer binding energiesE2 ~fifth column!. For
87Rbu1,21&, the recombination process was obtained in Ref.@11# for noncondensed (* ) and condensed (†)
trapped atoms.

AZuF,mF& a ~nm! ra3 aexpt E2 ~mK! S3 ~mK! S38 ~mK!

23Nau1,21& 2.75 631025 42612 @10# 2.85 4.9 0.21
87Rbu1,21& 5.8 131025 52622* @11# 0.17 0.39 0.005
87Rbu1,21& 5.8 131024 41617† @11# 0.17 0.30 0.013
87Rbu2,2& 5.8 431025 130636 @12# 0.17
85Rbu2,22& 211.6 0.5 7.8463.4 @1,13# 1.331024 1.1431024 3.831025
6-3
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Considering the center of experimental values ofa, our pre-
dicted values forE3 and E38 are given in Table I in mil-
likelvin. We are also giving in the table the correspondi
known values of the scattering lengths. The range for
predicted values can be easily estimated from Fig. 1, con
ering the corresponding errorbars inaexpt. See also Ref.
@22#, for a recent experiment with ultracold thermal gas
133Csu3,3&, where the obtained values ofamax, considering
their systematic error limits, are in good agreement w
theory.

One observe that the trap diluteness parameter is sm
than one in all the cases. For85Rbu2,22&, we study a case
corresponding to K3'3.561.5310223 cm6/s, extracted
from Fig. 2~c! of Ref. @13#, measured in an ultracold noncon
densed gas with external fieldB5156 G. This value ofB
corresponds toa54000a0 (a0 is the Bohr radius! ~see
Claussenet al. @1#!. As the resulting value ofa is quite small
for 85Rbu2,22&, one should expect a more significant co
tribution from the deep-bound state. Thus, we found instr
tive to subtract such a contribution fromaexpt, which is
about 1m, as found in Ref.@14#. However, the resulting
effect in the determination of the trimer energy is not
dramatic, as seen in Fig. 1. The experimental value ofa for
87Rbu2,2& does not appear in the figure, as it is well abo
the maximum. By increasing the value ofa from 5.8 nm to
6.8 nm we can make the experimental value consistent w
our scaling limit approach. We also point out that the trim
can only supportE3 or E38 , not both simultaneously@19#.

In our predictions for the trimer’s energies, except f
85Rb, we have disregarded the possible much smaller c
tribution of the recombination rate into deep-bound states
a.0, considering only recombinations into shallow stat
When the recombination into deep-bound states is taken
account, the curve in Fig. 1 is moved upward by an unkno
amount. But, using the value found in Ref.@14#, this contri-
bution is hardly going to affect the extracted values for
trimer’s binding energies, given in Table I. It seems natu
that if one were to measure the recombination rate as a f
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tion of an applied magnetic field, leading to a Feshbach re
nance, one perhaps could be able to fix this additional c
tribution and determine the trimer binding energy. Th
additional contribution may help to explain part of the me
sured value ofa for 87Rbu2,2&.

In summary, in the present work, we derived the scal
dependence of the recombination parameter as a functio
the ratio between the energies of the atomic dimer and
most excited trimer states. The scaling function tends t
universal function in the limit of zero-range interaction
infinite scattering length. The maximum of the recombin
tion rate comes at the threshold for the appearance o
bound triatomic molecule. In the cases of diluted gases
23Nau1,21&, 87Rbu1,21&, and 85Rbu2,22&, we use the
scaling function, with the corresponding known experimen
values of the recombination rates and two-atom scatte
lengths, to predict the binding energies of weakly bound
mers in ultracold traps. We stress that the possible contr
tion of a deep-bound state in our predictions is expected
be relatively small, as verified for85Rbu2,22&, in a particu-
lar trap. We also note that for85Rbu2,22& the diluteness
parameter is about 0.5, a value that may be considered
the limit of validity of the present approach, which does n
include higher-order correlations between the particles.

Finally, we would like to remark that, at a first sight, on
could think that formation of trimers requires four-body co
lisions, which are very unlikely unless the density is hig
However, the recent experimental results given in Ref.@1#
indicate formation of molecules in the trap, as also discus
in Ref. @23#. Therefore, other collision processes such
dimer-dimer or dimer and two atoms could also lead to
mer formations, enhancing the possibility of producing trim
ers in a trapped ultracold gas.
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